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In this article, a blood flow model of arteriosclerosis, which is governed by the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations with nonlinear slip boundary conditions, is constructed and analyzed. By means of suitable numer-
ical integration approximation for the nonlinear boundary term in this model, a discrete variational inequality
for the model based on P1 − P1/P0 stabilized finite elements is proposed. Optimal order error estimates are
obtained. Finally, numerical examples are shown to demonstrate the validity of the theoretical analysis and
the efficiency of the presented methods. © 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Numer Methods Partial Differential Eq
31: 2063–2079, 2015
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this article, we will consider the blood flow of arteriosclerosis, which is governed by the
following steady incompressible Navier–Stokes equations:{

−ν�u + (u · ∇)u + ∇p = f in �,

div u = 0 in �,
(1.1)

where u, p, and f represent the velocity vector, pressure, and prescribed body force, respectively.
ν > 0 stands for the viscosity coefficient of the fluid, and � ⊂ R2 is an open bounded convex
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polygon with sufficiently smooth boundary ∂�. Moreover, the nonlinear slip boundary conditions
of friction type are presented as follows:{

u = 0 on �D ,

un = 0, |στ | ≤ g, στuτ + g|uτ | = 0 on �S ,
(1.2)

where ∂� = �D ∪ �S . We impose the adhesive boundary condition on �D but a slip and non-
leak boundary condition on �S . Assume that �S is not empty, whereas �D may be empty, where
�D ∩ �S = ∅. Here and what follows, the unit outward normal to the boundary is denoted by n
and τ denotes the unit tangent vector which can be obtained by rotating n counterclockwise for
90◦; if v is a vector defined on the boundary, vn ≡ v · n and vτ ≡ v · τ denote the normal and
tangential components of v, respectively. The function στ = ν ∂uτ

∂n is the tangential component of
the stress vector defined on �S . g as a strictly positive function on �S is called the modulus of
friction and assumed to be continuous on �S . This type of boundary conditions can be found in
[1, 2] where the authors studied the blood flow in a vein of an arteriosclerosis patient.

For the slip boundary conditions (1.2), Fujita in [2] showed existence and uniqueness of a
weak solution to the Stokes problem. Subsequently, Saito in [3] obtained regularity of the weak
solution by Yoshida’s regularized method and difference quotients. For numerical methods for the
Navier–Stokes equations, Li and Li in [4] studied the pressure stabilized finite element method
for this type of boundary conditions, where they treated this problem as an elliptic variational
inequality of a tuple (u, p), which they regarded as just one variable; a theoretical analysis on
convergence of a Uzawa algorithm was proved for the continuous problem in [5]. Kashiwabara in
[6, 7] gave a discrete variational inequality for the Stokes equations with slip and leak boundary
conditions of friction type. Other theoretical and numerical results for the steady and unsteady
Stokes/Navier–Stokes problems with such boundary conditions can be found in [8–19].

Although there are a lot of theoretical analyses in the literature, it has been difficult to per-
form a numerical analysis for finite element methods for the blood flow model presented here.
In [6], a finite element approximation for the Stokes equations of this type was discussed based
on the Hood–Taylor finite element pair. In our work, we apply an equivalent variational problem
[6], which is different from [4], and the Uzawa method is directly applied to a discrete problem
instead of the continuous one. Furthermore, we choose the lower-order finite element pairs for
the presented model. Optimal error estimates for approximate velocity and pressure are obtained.
Finally, a series of numerical examples are given to illustrate the theoretical results.

This article is organized as follows: In the next section, we will introduce some notation
and recall some preliminary results for the blood flow model. The continuous weak variational
forms are also shown. In Section III, a stabilized finite element framework for the Navier–Stokes
equations and several technical lemmas are given. Section IV is devoted to the study of optimal
error estimates. In the final section, some numerical experiments are performed to validate our
theoretical results developed in the previous section.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we state some notation. Let H 1
0 (�) be the standard Sobolev space [20] equipped

with the usual norm ‖ · ‖1 and seminorm | · |1. The proper function spaces are given as follows:

V = {v ∈ [H 1(�)]2
: v|�D

= 0, vn|�S
= 0}, Vσ = {v ∈ V : div v = 0} , Y = [L2(�)]2

,

M = L2
0(�) =

{
q ∈ L2(�) :

∫
�

q dx = 0

}
,
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where V is equipped with the norm ‖∇ · ‖0. The scalar product and norm in M are denoted by the
usual L2(�) inner product and its norm ‖ · ‖0, respectively. Spaces consisting of vector-valued
functions are denoted in boldface, and the symbol C independent of mesh parameters denotes
a generic positive constant whose value may change in different locations. Now, we define the
following bilinear and trilinear forms:{

a(u, v) = ν(∇u, ∇v), d(v, p) = ( div v, p) ∀u, v ∈ V, p ∈ M ,

b(u; v, w) = ((u · ∇)v, w) ∀u, v, w ∈ V.

Moreover, if div u = 0, then the trilinear form b(·; ·, ·) satisfies

b(u; v, w) = ((u · ∇)v, w) + 1

2
(( div u)v, w) = 1

2
((u · ∇)v, w) − 1

2
((u · ∇)w, v),

b(u; v, w) = −b(u; w, v) ∀u, v, w ∈ V.

The following inequality will be used repeatedly in the sequel [21, 22]:

|b(u; v, w)| ≤ N‖∇u‖0‖∇v‖0‖∇w‖0,

where

N = sup
u,v,w∈V

b(u; v, w)

‖∇u‖0‖∇v‖0‖∇w‖0

.

The velocity–pressure variational inequality problem of the second kind for (1.1) and (1.2) is
proposed as follows [2]:

Problem VI. Find (u, p) ∈ (V, M) such that

a(u, v − u) + b(u; u, v − u) − d(v − u, p) + j(vτ ) − j(uτ ) ≥ (f , v − u) ∀v ∈ V, (2.1a)

d(u, q) = 0 ∀q ∈ M , (2.1b)

where j(η) is the barrier term against slip on �S : j(η) = ∫
S
g|η|ds, η ∈ L2(�S). Obviously, j is a

continuous functional defined on L2(�S). Considering the selection of the velocity space, another
formulation is shown as:

Problem VIσ . Find u ∈ Vσ such that

a(u, v − u) + b(u; u, v − u) + j(vτ ) − j(uτ ) ≥ (f , v − u) ∀v ∈ Vσ . (2.2)

Introduce the Lagrange multiplier λ := −στ/g; then Problems VI can be proved to be
equivalent to the following variational problem [23]:

Problem VE. Find (u, p, λ) ∈ (V, M , 
̃) such that

a(u, v) + b(u; u, v) − d(v, p) + (vτ , λ)
 = (f , v) ∀v ∈ V, (2.3a)

d(u, q) = 0 ∀q ∈ M , (2.3b)

(uτ , μ − λ)
 ≤ 0 ∀μ ∈ 
̃, (2.3c)

where 
 is a Hilbert space with its closed convex subset 
̃ defined by


 = L2(�S), (·, ·)
 = (g·, ·)L2(�S ), 
̃ = {λ ∈ 
| |λ| ≤ 1 a.e. on �S} ,
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and g is supposed to belong to L∞(�S). With this λ, the slip boundary conditions can be expressed
as

|λ| < 1 ⇒ uτ = 0, uτ > 0 ⇒ λ = 1, uτ < 0 ⇒ λ = −1,

which we call the slip/no-slip detecting condition.
Existence and uniqueness of a solution to problem (2.2) is given as follows:

Lemma 1 ([4]). If f ∈ Y, g ∈ L2(�S), and the following condition holds:

4κN(‖f‖0 + ‖g‖0,�S
)

ν2
< 1,

where κ > 0 satisfies

|(f , v) − j(vτ )| ≤ κ(‖f‖0 + ‖g‖0,�S
)‖∇v‖0 ∀v ∈ Vσ ,

then problem (2.2) admits a unique solution u such that

‖∇u‖0 ≤ 2κ

ν
(‖f‖0 + ‖g‖0,�S

) ∀u ∈ Vσ .

III. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION FOR THE SLIP BOUNDARY CONDITION

A. Triangulation and Approximate Function Spaces

Let τh = {K} be a family of shape-regular and conforming triangulations of � with h =
max {hK |K ∈ τh} , hK = diamK , � = ∪KK̄ , and ∂Ki ∩ ∂Kj = e (i �= j), where e is a whole
edge in τh. Let e′ = ∂K ∩ �S . To construct a Galerkin approximation for (2.1), we consider the
following finite element subspaces of V and M:

Vh � P1 =
{

v ∈ V ∩ [C0(�)]2
: v|K ∈ [P1(K)]2 ∀K ∈ τh

}
,

Mh �
{

P0 = {q ∈ M : q|K ∈ P0(K) ∀K ∈ τh} ,

P1 = {q ∈ M : q|K ∈ P1(K) ∀K ∈ τh} ,

where Pr(K)(r = 0, 1) denotes the space of polynomials of degree at most r .
For the finite element spaces Vh × Mh, the following approximate properties hold: ∀(v, q) ∈

(H2(�) ∩ V, H 1(�)), there exist approximations Lhv ∈ Vh and Ihq ∈ Mh:

‖v − Lhv‖0 + h(‖∇(v − Lhv)‖0 + ‖q − Ihq‖0) ≤ Ch2‖v‖2, (3.1)

where Lh, Ih are two Lagrange interpolation operators.
As is known, the lowest equal-order pair P1 − P1 and the conforming pair P1 − P0 are unsta-

ble because they do not satisfy the so-called inf-sup condition [21, 24]. To overcome this issue
and derive optimal error estimates for the mixed finite element solution, a local pressure projec-
tion stabilization method is recalled [25]. Let 

j

h(j = 0, 1) be the standard projection operator
[25, 26], which is defined as follows:

0
h : L2(�) → P0 and 1

h : L2(�) → P1.

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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The interpolation error is introduced here and will be used in the theoretical analysis:

‖j

hp‖0 ≤ ‖p‖0 ∀p ∈ L2(�) and ‖p − 
j

hp‖0 ≤ Ch ‖p‖1 ∀p ∈ H 1(�) ∩ M . (3.2)

Now, we introduce the stabilization bilinear form G(p, q) by the following manner:

G(p, q) = (p − 
j

hp, q − 
j

hq) p, q ∈ Mh.

For approximate functions defined on the boundary �S , we define


h = {
μh ∈ C0(�S)| μh|e′ ∈ P1(e

′), μh(Q1) = μh(Qm+1), {Q1, Qm+1} = �D ∩ �S

}
,


̃h = {μh ∈ 
h| |μh| ≤ 1} .

The space 
h becomes a Hilbert space if its inner product is given as

(λh, μh)
h
= 1

6

∑
i

|ei |(giλh,iμh,i + 4g
i+ 1

2
λ

h,i+ 1
2
μ

h,i+ 1
2

+ gi+1λh,i+1μh,i+1) λh, μh ∈ 
h,

which approximates
∫

�S
gλhμh by Simpson’s formula and gi = g(Qi).Qi and Q

i+ 1
2

represent the
vertices of the triangles in τh and the midpoint of Qi and Qi+1, ei = [Qi , Qi+1] with its length by
|ei | = |QiQi+1| for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N , and N is the total number of vertices of the subdivisional
triangles.

Finally, to approximate j given in (2.1a), we introduce jh as

jh(ηh) = 1

6

∑
i

|ei |(gi |ηh,i | + 4g
i+ 1

2
|η

h,i+ 1
2
| + gi+1|ηh,i+1|) ηh ∈ 
h,

again with Simpson’s formula. Clearly, jh is a positive continuous and positively homogeneous
functional defined on 
h. This definition of jh is motivated by Glowinski [27].

Lemma 2 ([6]). If g ∈ C2(�S) and ηh ∈ 
h keeps its sign unchanged on every side, then

|jh(ηh) − j(ηh)| ≤ Ch2||ηh||0,�S
.

Remark. An element ηh ∈ 
h is said to keep a constant sign on every side if for any
i = 1, 2, . . . , N , either of the two conditions is satisfied: ηh|ei ≥ 0 or ηh|ei ≤ 0.

B. Finite Element Discretization

In the following part, we propose the finite element approximation to (2.1) and (2.3):

Problem VIh. Find (uh, ph) ∈ (Vh, Mh) such that

a(uh, vh − uh) + b(uh; uh, vh − uh) − d(vh − uh, ph) + jh(vhτ ) − jh(uhτ ) ≥ (f , vh − uh),
(3.3a)

d(uh, qh) + G(ph, qh) = 0 ∀vh ∈ Vh, qh ∈ Mh. (3.3b)

Problem VEh. Find (uh, ph, λh) ∈ (Vh, Mh, 
̃h) such that

a(uh, vh) + b(uh; uh, vh) − d(vh, ph) + (vhτ , λh) = (f , vh), (3.4a)

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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d(uh, qh) + G(ph, qh) = 0 ∀vh ∈ Vh, qh ∈ Mh. (3.4b)

(uhτ , μh − λh)
h
≤ 0 ∀μh ∈ 
̃h. (3.4c)

LetB((u, p); (v, q)) = a(u, v)−d(v, p)+d(u, q), Bh((uh, ph); (vh, qh)) = B((uh, ph); (vh, qh))+
G(ph, qh); the stability of Bh((·, ·); (·, ·)), existence and uniqueness of a solution to the discrete
Problem VIh are stated as follows:

Lemma 3 ([4, 26]). For all (uh, ph) ∈ (Vh, Mh), there exist two positive constants β1 and β2,
independent of h, such that

|Bh((uh, ph); (vh, qh))| ≤ β1(‖∇uh‖0 + ‖ph‖0)(‖∇vh‖0 + ‖qh‖0),

β2(‖∇uh‖0 + ‖ph‖0) ≤ sup
0 �=(vh ,qh)∈(

◦
Vh ,Mh)

Bh((uh, ph); (vh, qh))

‖∇vh‖0 + ‖qh‖0

,

where
◦

Vh= Vh ∩ H1
0(�).

Lemma 4 ([4]). Under the conditions of Lemmas 1 and 3, the discrete problem (3.3) admits a
unique solution (uh, ph) satisfying

‖∇uh‖0 ≤ 2κ

ν
(‖f‖0 + ‖g‖0,�S

), ‖ph‖0 ≤ ‖f‖0 + κ(‖f‖0 + ‖g‖0,�S
)

β2
.

Theorem 5. Corresponding to the continuous variation, the discrete Problem VIh and Problem
VEh are equivalent.

Proof. Let (uh, ph) ∈ (Vh, Mh) be a solution of Problem VIh. Taking uh ± vh as a test

function in (3.3a) with an arbitrary vh ∈ ◦
Vh, yields

a(uh, vh) + b(uh; uh, vh) − d(vh, ph) = (f , vh).

As
{
vh ∈ Vh | (vhτ , ηh)
h

= 0, ∀ηh ∈ 
h

} = ◦
Vh, it satisfies the inf-sup condition in [6]

βh||ηh||
h
≤ sup

vh∈Vh

(vhτ , ηh)
h

||∇vh||0 ∀ηh ∈ 
h,

where || · ||
h
is defined by the inner product in space 
h. Then, there exists a unique λh ∈ 
h

such that (3.4a) holds. Choosing vh = vh − uh in (3.4a) and subtracting with (3.3a) gives

(vhτ − uhτ , λh)
h
≤ jh(vhτ ) − jh(uhτ ) ≤ jh(vhτ − uhτ ) ∀vh ∈ Vh, (3.5)

so that (ηh, λh)
h
≤ jh(ηh), ∀ηh ∈ 
h, which is equivalent to λh ∈ 
̃h. Finally, we prove (3.4c).

Taking vh = 0 in (3.5), we have jh(uhτ ) ≤ (uhτ , λh)
h
. Because jh(uhτ ) ≤ (uhτ , λh)
h

⇔
(uhτ , μh − λh)
h

≤ 0, ∀μh ∈ 
̃h, this implies (3.4c). Therefore, (uh, ph, λh) solves Problem
VEh.

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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Conversely, if (uh, ph, λh) ∈ (Vh, Mh, 
̃h) is a solution of Problem VEh. It follows from
(3.4c) that (uhτ , λh)
h

= jh(uhτ ), in addition, as vhτ ∈ Vh, λh ∈ 
̃h, which can detrude that
(vhτ , λh)
h

≤ jh(vhτ ), then we have

(vhτ − uhτ , λh)
h
= (vhτ , λh)
h

− (uhτ , λh)
h
≤ jh(vhτ ) − jh(uhτ ).

Choosing vh = vh − uh in (3.4a) and combining with the above formula can obtain (3.3a).
For more details of the proof about this theorem, such as the proof of the inf-sup condition

and the equivalence relation which we omit here, the reader could find in the recent work by
Kashiwabara [6] (Lemma 3.1–3.3) and [7].

IV. OPTIMAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the error estimates of the stabilized finite element methods for the
blood flow model of arteriosclerosis governed by (1.1) and (1.2). To get the optimal order of
convergence, some additional assumptions are made for the next theorem: (L
u)τ and uhτ have
the constant sign on every side and sgn( uτ ) = sgn( (Lhu)τ ) on �S .

Theorem 6. Under the conditions of Lemmas 1, 2, 3, and 4, we assume g ∈ C2(�S) ∩ L2(�S),
let (u, p) ∈ (V, M) and (uh, ph) ∈ (Vh, Mh) be the solutions of (2.1) and (3.3), respectively. Then
the following error estimate holds:

‖∇(u − uh)‖0 + ‖p − ph‖0 ≤ Ch, (4.1)

where C > 0 is dependent of (ν, f , g, �).

Proof. For all vh ∈ Vh and qh ∈ Mh, it is obvious that

a(u − uh, u − uh) = a(u − uh, u − vh) − a(u, uh − u) − a(uh, vh − uh) + a(u, vh − u).

Substitute (2.1a) with v = uh, (3.3a) with vh itself and (2.3a) with v = vh − u into the second,
third, and fourth terms of the right-hand side in the above equation, respectively. Combining with
Korn’s inequality, we deduce

ν||∇(u − uh)||20 ≤ a(u − uh, u − vh)

+ b(u; u, uh − u) − d(uh − u, p) + j(uhτ ) − j(uτ ) − (f , uh − u)

+ b(uh; uh, vh − uh) − d(vh − uh, ph) + jh(vhτ ) − jh(uhτ ) − (f , vh − uh)

− b(u; u, vh − u) + d(vh − u, p) − (vhτ − uτ , λ)
 + (f , vh − u)

≤ a(u − uh, u − vh) + b(u − uh; u, uh − u) + b(uh; u − uh, uh − u)

+ b(uh; uh − u, vh − u) + b(uh − u; u, vh − u) − d(uh − u, p − qh)

− d(vh − u, ph − p) + G(ph, ph − qh) + j(uhτ ) − j(uτ ) + jh(vhτ )

− jh(uhτ ) − (vhτ − uτ , λ)
. (4.2)

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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As στuτ + g|uτ | = 0, στ = −gλ, from [6], we know that (vhτ − uτ , λ)
 + j(vhτ ) − j(uτ ) = 0.
Setting vh = Lhu, qh = 

j

hp, (4.2) turns into

ν||∇(u − uh)||20 ≤ a(u − uh, u − Lhu) + b(u − uh; u, uh − u) + b(uh; u − uh, uh − u)

+ b(uh; uh − u, Lhu − u) + b(uh − u; u, Lhu − u) − d(uh − u, p − 
j

hp)

− d(Lhu − u, ph − p) + G(ph, ph − 
j

hp) + j(uhτ ) + jh((Lhu)τ ) − jh(uhτ ) − j((Lhu)τ ).
(4.3)

Next, using (3.1) and (3.2), we give the estimates for each term of the right-hand side in (4.3):

|a(u − uh, u − Lhu)| ≤ Ch||∇(u − uh)||0,

|b(u − uh; u, uh − u) + b(uh; u − uh, uh − u)|
≤ N(||∇u||0 + ||∇uh||0)||∇(u − uh)||20 ≤ C||∇(u − uh)||20,

|b(uh; uh − u, Lhu − u) + b(uh − u; u, Lhu − u)|
≤ N(||∇u||0 + ||∇uh||0)||∇(u − uh)||0||∇(u − Lhu)||0 ≤ Ch||∇(u − uh)||0,

|d(uh − u, p − 
j

hp)| ≤ C||∇(u − uh)||0||p − 
j

hp||0 ≤ Ch||∇(u − uh)||0,

| − d(Lhu − u, ph − p)| ≤ C||∇(u − Lhu)||0||p − ph||0 ≤ Ch||p − ph||0,

|G(ph, ph − 
j

hp)| ≤ Ch||ph||1||ph − 
j

hp||0.

By Lemma 2, we see that

|j(uhτ ) − jh(uhτ )| ≤ Ch2||uhτ ||0,�S
≤ Ch2||∇uh||0 ≤ Ch2.

|jh((Lhu)τ ) − j((Lhu)τ )| ≤ Ch2||(Lhu)τ ||0,�S
≤ Ch2||Lhu||1 ≤ Ch2.

Combining these estimates with (4.3), we deduce

||∇(u − uh)||20 ≤ Ch(||∇(u − uh)||0 + ||p − ph||0) + Ch2. (4.4)

In view of the triangle inequality, ||p − ph||0 ≤ ||p − qh||0 + ||ph − qh||0. Then, we estimate

||ph − qh||0. Taking u ± wh as a test function in (2.1a), with an arbitrary wh ∈ ◦
Vh, yields

a(u, wh) + b(u; u, wh) − d(wh, p) = (f , wh).

Conversely, we can similarly show that

a(uh, wh) + b(uh; uh, wh) − d(wh, ph) = (f , wh) ∀wh ∈ ◦
Vh .

By subtraction, we obtain

a(u − uh, wh) + b(u; u, wh) − b(uh; uh, wh) − d(wh, p − ph) = 0 ∀wh ∈ ◦
Vh .

According to Lemma 3, we have

β2||ph − qh||0 ≤ sup
(wh ,qh)∈(

◦
Vh ,Mh)

Bh((uh − vh, ph − qh); (wh, qh))

||∇wh||0 + ||qh||0

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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≤ sup
(wh ,qh)∈(

◦
Vh ,Mh)

Bh((uh − u, ph − p); (wh, qh)) + Bh((u − vh, p − qh); (wh, qh))

||∇wh||0 + ||qh||0

≤ sup
(wh ,qh)∈(

◦
Vh ,Mh)

b(uh; uh, wh) − b(u; u, wh) − G(p, qh) + Bh((u − vh, p − qh); (wh, qh))

||∇wh||0 + ||qh||0
≤ C(||∇(u − uh)||0 + ||p − qh||0 + ||∇(u − vh)||0 + ||p − qh||0). (4.5)

Also considering that vh = Lhu, qh = 
j

hp, according to (3.1), (3.2) and combining (4.4),
(4.5), this proof is completed.

Next, we estimate the error ‖u − uh‖0 using the parabolic duality argument for a linearized
Navier–Stokes problem [21]: Seek (φ, ψ) ∈ (V, M) such that, for z ∈ Y,{

a(φ, v) + b(u; v, φ) + b(v; u, φ) − d(v, ψ) = (v, z),
d(φ, q) = 0 ∀(v, q) ∈ (V, M).

(4.6)

This problem is well posed and has a unique solution (φ, ψ) ∈ (H2(�)∩V, H 1(�)∩M) satisfying

‖φ‖2 + ‖ψ‖1 ≤ C‖z‖0. (4.7)

Let (φh, ψh) ∈ (
◦

Vh, Mh) be the stabilized finite element approximation solution of (4.6). Then,
there exists a positive constant C with the following error estimate:

‖∇(φ − φh)‖0 + ‖ψ − ψh‖0 ≤ Ch‖z‖0. (4.8)

Theorem 7. Under the conditions of Lemmas 1, 3 and 4, let (u, p) ∈ (V, M) and (uh, ph) ∈
(Vh, Mh) be the solutions of (2.1) and (3.3), respectively. Then there exists a constant C > 0
independent of h, the following error estimate holds:

‖u − uh‖0 ≤ Ch2.

Proof. Let e = u−uh. For φh ∈ ◦
Vh, taking v = u±φh ∈ V in (2.1a) and vh = uh ±φh ∈ Vh

in (3.3a) and subtracting the resulting equations give

a(e, φh) + b(e; u, φh) + b(uh; e, φh) − d(φh, p − ph) = 0.

Adding the above equation to d(φ, q) = 0, q ∈ M yields

a(e, φh) + b(e; u, φh) + b(uh; e, φh) + d(φ − φh, p − ph) = 0. (4.9)

Next, setting (v, q) = (e, ψ) and z = e in (4.6), it holds that

‖e‖2
0 = a(φ, e) + b(u; e, φ) + b(e; u, φ) − d(e, φ). (4.10)

Substituting (4.9) into (4.10), we have

‖e‖2
0 = a(φ − φh, e) + b(uh; e, φ − φh) + b(e; u, φ − φh) + b(e; e, φ)

− d(e, ψ) − d(φ − φh, p − ph). (4.11)
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Letting q = qh in (2.1b) and combining (3.3b) with it, we see that

d(e, qh) − G(ph, qh) = 0 ∀qh ∈ Mh.

In the above equation, we choose qh = ψh to have

d(e, ψ) = d(e, ψ − ψh) − G(ph, ψh).

Then, Eq. (4.11) turns into

‖e‖2
0 = a(φ − φh, e) + b(u; e, φ − φh) + b(e; u, φ − φh) + b(e; e, φh) − d(e, ψ − ψh)

− d(φ − φh, p − ph) + G(ph, ψh)

≤ ν‖∇(φ − φh)‖0‖∇e‖0 + N(‖∇u‖0 + ‖∇uh‖0)‖∇e‖0‖∇(φ − φh)‖0

+ C‖∇e‖2
0‖φ‖2 + C‖∇e‖0‖ψ − ψh‖0 + C‖∇(φ − φh)‖0‖p − ph‖0

+ Ch‖ψ − ψh‖0 + Ch2‖ψ‖1

≤ Ch(‖∇e‖0 + ‖p − ph‖0)‖e‖0 + Ch2‖e‖0.

Due to

|G(ph, ψh)| = | − G(ph − 
j

hph, ψ − ψh) + G(ph − 
j

hph, ψ − 
j

hψ)|
≤ Ch‖ph‖1‖ψ − ψh‖0 + Ch2‖ph‖1‖ψ‖1,

together with Eqs. (4.1, 4.7), and (4.8), we obtain

‖u − uh‖0 ≤ Ch2,

which completes the proof.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we present some numerical tests to check the theoretical analysis obtained in
Section IV. We apply the following Uzawa iterative algorithm introduced in [6] to solve the
discrete variational inequality problem numerically: Choosing an arbitrary λ1

h,

Step 1. Give λ1
h ∈ 
̃h and ρ > 0, n := 1,

Step 2. With λn
h known, seek (un

h, pn
h) satisfying

{
a(un

h, vh) + b(un
h; un

h, vh) − d(vh, pn
h) = (f , vh) − (vhτ , λn

h)
h
∀vh ∈ Vh,

d(un
h, qh) + G(pn

h, qh) = 0 ∀qh ∈ Mh,

Step 3. Set n := n + 1 and renew λn+1
h with λn+1

h = P
̃h
(λn

h + ρun
hτ ).
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FIG. 1. Mesh of domain � with �S = S1 ∪ S2 (h = 1
10 ). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

If reaching the predefined accuracy or iteration steps, stop computing; otherwise, continue
Step 2. The projection operator P
̃h

: 
h → 
̃h is explicitly expressed as

P
̃h
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

+1 if μh(Q) > 1

μh(M) if |μh(Q)| ≤ 1

−1 if μh(Q) < −1

(∀μh(Q) ∈ 
h).

This projection is equivalent to (3.4c) [6]. In addition, the Newton iteration method [28] is used
in Step 2 when calculating the nonlinear term b(·; ·, ·). Next, we will demonstrate some examples
to illustrate our theoretical expectation.

A. Analytical Solution Problem

Let � = (0, 1) × (0, 1) (see Fig. 1), ν = 1 and the exact solution (u, p) of the Navier–Stokes Eq.
(1.1) be

u(x, y) = (u1(x, y), u2(x, y)), p(x, y) = (2x − 1)(2y − 1),

u1(x, y) = −x2y(x − 1)(3y − 2), u2(x, y) = xy2(y − 1)(3x − 2).

Then, the function f is defined by (1.1), and it is easy to verify that the exact solution u satisfies
the boundary conditions (1.2) on �D and �S . By simple calculations, we state στ directly:{

στ = 4νy2(1 − y) on S1,

στ = 4νx2(1 − x) on S2.
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TABLE I. Error estimates for velocity and pressure under different finite element pairs

Stabilized P1 − P1 finite element pair Stabilized P1 − P0 finite element pair

1
h

||p−ph||0
||p||0

||∇(u−uh)||0
||∇u||0

||u−uh||0
||u||0

||p−ph||0
||p||0

||∇(u−uh)||0
||∇u||0

||u−uh||0
||u||0

10 0.107265 0.231956 0.0530028 0.248186 0.2338 0.0756685
20 0.0366426 0.115771 0.01300376 0.119961 0.115795 0.0191768
30 0.0194626 0.0769543 0.00574208 0.0781955 0.0768829 8.5024 E−3
40 0.0124411 0.0576069 3.21358 E−3 0.0578606 0.0575427 4.77113 E−3
50 8.80354 E−3 0.0460275 2.05016 E−3 0.0458824 0.0459771 3.04807 E−3
60 6.6422 E−3 0.0383221 1.042064E−4 0.0380004 0.0382828 2.11392 E−3

TABLE II. Convergence rates of different finite element pairs

Stabilized P1 − P1 finite element pair Stabilized P1 − P0 finite element pair

1
h

pL2 rate uH1 rate uL2 rate pL2 rate uH1 rate uL2 rate

10 / / / / / /
20 1.5496 1.0026 2.2108 1.0489 1.0137 1.9803
30 1.5605 1.0072 2.0224 1.0555 1.0100 2.0060
40 1.5555 1.0066 2.0176 1.0469 1.0072 2.0083
50 1.5499 1.0056 2.0143 1.0395 1.0056 2.0080
60 1.5451 1.0049 2.0119 1.0338 1.0045 2.0072

FIG. 2. (a) H 1 convergence order for the velocity, (b) L2 convergence order for the velocity, (c) L2

convergence order for the pressure. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Moreover, by the nonlinear boundary conditions (1.2), the position function g can be chosen as
g = −στ ≥ 0 on each slip boundary �S . Let the initial value λ1 = 1 and the parameter ρ = ν. In
Table I, we display the relative errors ‖p−ph‖0

‖p‖0
, ‖∇(u−uh)‖0

‖∇u‖0
, and ‖u−uh‖0

‖u‖0
. Table II intuitively shows

the orders of convergence which are consistent with the theoretical estimates obtained in Section
IV. The relative L2 and H 1 convergence rates are displayed in Fig. 2. From the gained results, we
can find that numerical tests completely agree with our theoretical analysis.

B. The Backward Facing Step Flow

We test another benchmark problem to demonstrate the stability and efficiency of our methods:
the backward facing step problem, which is known to possess a corner singularity. The geometry
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FIG. 3. Computational domain.

and the boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 3 [29]. For this problem, the bottom computational
boundary is imposed with the nonlinear slip boundary conditions. In addition, on the upper com-
putational boundary, the inflow section, the outlet boundary and the vertical boundary of the step,
a uniform free-stream velocity boundary condition is imposed as shown in Fig. 3. We choose the
Reynolds number as 150 based on the maximum velocity ux = 1 at the inlet boundary and the
height of the step l(l = 0.5 here): Re = ux l

ν
. The two stabilized finite element pairs are used and

ρ = ν as aforesaid. The mesh is composed of 3044 triangular elements for the velocity in Fig. 4,
but for the pressure contour, we select four times finer grids to get a better approximation and keep
the same subdivision of the two kinds of finite element pairs. Furthermore, the pressure contour
for the P1 −P0 finite element pair is fitted by discontinuous points as the piecewise constant space
P0 is adopted for pressure p. The results indicate that the corner causes oscillation, and when fluid
flow is downward through the step, eddies are generated though the existence of a slip boundary
which can lead to a low-speed region at the horizontal bottom. The pressure contours generated
by the two stabilized finite element pairs can be in agreement with the conclusions published
in [29].

C. Numerical Simulation of a Blood Flow Model

In this test, we study the influence of blood flow to intravascular thrombosis which considers the
bending and bifurcation of two common vascular structures in human body (see [30]). Assume
that the blood flow is viscous Newtonian flow, and its governing equations are the incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations. We select the same diameter between the bifurcating blood vessels and
the main blood vessel with D = 5 in a dimensionless scale, the length of horizontal entrance is
4D, the bending blood vessel is a quarter of the circular arc whose radius is 4D, and the length of
the vertical export branch is 5D. The angle between the vertical branch and the lateral branch is
45

◦
and the lowest points of the two branches are in the same horizontal plane, which is shown

in Fig. 5.
We adopt a constant velocity for the horizontal inlet: ux= 0.1, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. Numer-

ical calculations ignore the vascular elasticity and permeability for convenience. The nonlinear
slip boundary �s has been identified in Fig. 6, and the remaining boundaries are imposed with the
Dirichlet boundary conditions excluding the inlet and outlet boundaries. We choose ν = 0.01 and
ρ = ν and apply the stabilized lower-order finite element pairs under the same mesh generation
here. Figures 6 and 8 represent the velocity contours of the bifurcating area for clearness, and
the streamlines of velocity are shown in Figs. 7 and 9. Preliminary exploratory results show that
there exits tangential velocity along the vascular walls on the slip boundary which can impact the
vascular sclerosis in human body; Furthermore, the inside wall of the lateral bifurcating blood
vessels is easier to form clots. At the beginning, when the inlet velocity in the main blood vessels
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FIG. 4. The velocity vector and pressure fields under different finite element pairs: P1−P1 (left) and P1−P0
(right). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 5. Computational domain. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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FIG. 6. Velocity contours of bifurcate area with different initial inlet velocity under stabilized P1 −P1 pair.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 7. Streamline contours with different initial inlet velocity under stabilized P1 − P1 pair.

FIG. 8. Velocity contours of bifurcate area with different initial inlet velocity under stabilized P1 −P0 pair.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

is small, the flow in the bifurcating blood vessels is smooth, with an increase of the inlet velocity,
the outside of the lateral bifurcating vessel starts to form eddies, and the bigger the inlet velocity,
the more strength and the lager range of the eddies, which lead to a greater chance of thrombosis
around the corner (Figs. 7 and 9).
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FIG. 9. Streamline contours with different initial inlet velocity under stabilized P1 − P0 pair.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have provided a theoretical analysis for the stabilized finite element methods for
a blood flow model of arteriosclerosis, which is governed by the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations with nonlinear slip boundary conditions. Based on the framework of the finite element
method for the linear Stokes flow with slip or leak boundary conditions of the friction type in
[6, 7], we have studied the nonlinear Naveir–Stokes problem with the slip boundary conditions.
Optimal estimates are obtained for the lower-order finite element pairs P1 − P1 and P1 − P0. The
results of an analytical solution example and the backward facing step flow problem demonstrate
that our presented methods are stable and efficient. Meanwhile, the simulation of a blood flow
model displays the formation of thrombosis in the blood vessels of human body. In summary, the
numerical tests performed are consistent with the theoretical results established.
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